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Removes dirt with cleaner 
spray and handy mop! 

Newly developed cleaner 
spray can be used to various 
parts in the car. This comes 
along with a special handy 
mop which enhances 
cleaner's performance. 
---It's SPOOMO! 
By just wiping with the mop 
after spraying the cleaner, it 
removes adhesive dirt, and 
the dust won't be stirred up! 

Newly developed cleaner 
spray is versatile! 
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"KEEP CLEAN IN THE CAR" 
will be a keyword! 

   Allergic symptoms such as cedar pollen 
allergy are caused by other pollen and house 
dust as well as cedar pollen. Therefore, the 
interest in keeping the room clean through the 
year has increased these days. It means, the 
inside of car is required to keep clean, because 
people normally stay in the car for hours once 
they get in the car.   
   We introduce "Spoomo. Cleaner Spray+Handy 
Mop" which can remove daily dirt whenever you 
want. 

All you need to clean car inside is this 
versatile spray cleaner! It can be used to 
dashboard, interior resin parts, fabric 
seats, glass and so on. 
 
※ Do not use on leather and LCD. 
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Newly developed special 
double faced mop! 

※ This mop is foldable and washable. 

Formulated components 
maintain "CLEAN" 
condition! 

Not only cleaning effect, germ-killing and 
deodorant components are also formulated. 
Moreover, antistatic effect prevents dust 
and dirt from adhering easily, and 
maintains CLEAN condition after cleaning. 
The scent is fresh mint! 

■ Spec Info. 

Double-face mop! 
2 ways: 'Removing dirt' 'Wiping' 

Dust mop surface 

Micro cloth surface 
Allows clear vision after wiping 
on the glass without wetting. 

4 975759 020851

Specially designed mop enhances the 
performance of Cleaner spray. Shaggy dust 
mop surface removes "dust" and "pollen" in 
dry condition. It also removes adhesive 
hand marks, tar and other unwanted 
residue, after spraying included cleaner.  
Not only does it clean the glass, but also it 
allows surprisingly clear and transparent 
vision, when you pull out the handle from 
the mop and wipe the glass with micro 
cloth surface. 

Removes food spill, tar, 
hand marks by using with 
cleaner spray.  
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